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Executive Summary

This report presents a data-driven analysis to determine whether the existence of competitive wholesale markets is correlated with reduced carbon emissions from the power sector. The economic logic for the effects of competitive markets in reducing emissions generally falls into four interacting pathways:

• Markets promote innovation and new technology adoption.

• In general, the design of energy markets favors technologies like wind and solar that have very low (near zero) marginal costs, which make them more likely to be dispatched, as compared to plants that have higher marginal costs, such as coal.

• Market designs can include environmental mechanisms to address externalities.

• Markets better reflect consumer preferences, whereas under traditional utility regulation, regulators define the market and its products.

While the above pathways provide the mechanisms for which markets can result in lower carbon emissions, this analysis also sought to quantify the actual emissions reduction trajectories of competitive vs. non-competitive regions in the U.S. electricity sector. More specifically, this report compares the environmental outcomes of areas of the U.S. power grid under the jurisdiction of Independent System Operators (ISOs)\(^1\) (i.e., regions with competitive wholesale power markets) to those that are not. Comparing the seven ISO regions of the U.S.\(^2\) with the non-ISO regions we find that:

• ISO regions have reduced their power sector CO\(_2\) emissions by about 35% from 2005 levels while non-ISO regions have reduced their power-sector CO\(_2\) emissions by about 27% over the same period (see Figure 1).

• Furthermore, ISO regions with more competitively owned generation, such as ISONE, NYISO, and PJM generally led with deeper CO\(_2\) emissions reductions, with 61%, 56%, and 41%, respectively.

• ISO regions have seen lower overall electricity growth and have reduced their CO\(_2\) emissions intensity of electricity (tons/MWh) by about 39% from 2005 levels, where non-ISO regions have reduced their emissions intensity by about 32% (see Figure 2).

• ISO regions deployed almost 80% of all utility-scale renewable generation capacity, despite only accounting for about 67% of all existing power plant capacity, of all types.

• ISO regions have seen stronger growth in distributed solar PV, increasing by about 214% versus non-ISO regions at 199%, since the U.S. Energy Information Administration began keeping track in 2014.

---

1 Some of the regions studied in this analysis are also Regional Transmission Organizations (RTOs) in addition to being ISOs. In this report, we refer to those regions as ISOs given its focus on the electricity market and not necessarily on the transmissions network administration, but the two competitive market structures are closely linked.

Figure 1: Figure showing the relative change in carbon emissions from 2005 to 2019 for each ISO region, the ISO average, and the non-ISO average. Each point along the line represents a year for which data were available for analysis.

Figure 2: Figure showing the relative change in carbon emissions intensity from 2005 to 2019 for each ISO region, the ISO average, and the non-ISO average. Each point along the line represents a year for which eGRID data were available for analysis. Because the individual ISO region lines are normalized by generation, the “ALL ISO” line is a simple average of the individual ISO region lines.
Introduction

Existing research implicitly suggests the connection between power market participation and emissions reduction/decarbonization. However, to the authors' knowledge, no explicit analysis of this relationship exists. The primary objective of this work is to fill that knowledge gap and provide a data-driven assessment of whether competitive power markets are associated with improved environmental outcomes.

This report first provides a summary of how market characteristics can drive environmental outcomes and then presents a real world analysis to determine whether the data support the assumption that competitive wholesale electricity markets are correlated with reduced carbon emissions. To assess this question, we compare areas of the U.S. power grid under the jurisdiction of Independent System Operators (ISOs) to those that are not. A bottom-up assessment of the emissions associated with power plants in each region from 2005 to 2019 served as the basis for our quantitative analysis. These time-series data allowed us to assess the overall emissions and emissions intensity of electricity over time for each region.

Wholesale markets in the United States are not homogenous and differ in levels of competitiveness. In some regions, such as the Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT) and ISO New England (ISONE), commercial or independent power producers own the majority of power plants. By comparison, vertically integrated utilities own most of the power plants in the Southwest Power Pool (SPP). Despite the regional differences in structure, competitive wholesale markets often share some similarities, including the use of least-cost marginal dispatch of power plants and price transparency through real-time locational marginal pricing (LMP).

Market Characteristics that can Affect Environmental Outcomes

The logic for the why competitive markets may accelerate emissions reductions generally falls into four interacting pathways:

- Markets promote innovation and new technology adoption
- Markets favor low-cost resources
- Market designs can include mechanisms to address environmental externalities
- Markets reflect consumer preferences

The question of the effects of markets on emissions and decarbonization arose in the context of regulatory restructuring in the 1990s. States in the Northeast, Mid-Atlantic, California, Illinois, Ohio, and Texas restructured their utility regulation. The changes in regulations introduced wholesale market competition (and in some cases retail competition) and reductions in the monopoly footprint to transmission and distribution. The move to competitive markets has also introduced rivalry in generation, leading to increased efficiency and customer savings compared to how prices likely would have evolved under utility regulation.

---

4 i.e., regions with competitive wholesale power markets
In 2005, Karen Palmer and Dallas Burtraw of Resources for the Future revisited the economic arguments for regulatory restructuring and movements to markets in the 1990s. At the time, analysts anticipated moves from coal-fired generation to natural gas generation based on the argument that organized markets would induce innovation and investment in new, more energy-efficient gas generation. It is worth noting that those projections were made prior to the shale revolution of the late 2000s that brought reductions in the price of natural gas compared to then-recent historical averages. In retrospect, the increase in natural gas generation and the reduction in gas prices compared to coal prices since 2008 (after Palmer and Burtraw published their analysis) has helped accelerate decarbonization beyond original expectations.

More recently, researchers at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory compared business as usual (BAU) projections of CO₂ emissions from 2005 with actual emissions from the power sector. They found that 2020 power sector CO₂ emissions are about 40% lower compared to 2005 and 52% lower than projected 2020 levels in 2005. Drivers that they identified as decarbonization factors include market incentives to reduce production costs in wind and solar, market incentives to substitute natural gas for coal as the shale revolution pushed down gas prices, and the continued operation of the existing nuclear fleet at low marginal cost.

Markets Promote Innovation and New Technology Adoption

One of the most powerful social effects of markets is dynamic incentives to entrepreneurs and innovators to create new technologies and new value propositions. Markets harness creativity and turn it into useful technologies that enable entrepreneurs to profit from creating new forms of value for consumers. Hartman (2017) contrasts innovation and new technology adoption under the regulated monopoly model and a market model. Markets and their competitive dynamics drive faster adoption and change: “By virtually guaranteeing the recovery of sunk costs, the monopoly model inhibits rapid adaptation to new technologies.” (p. 3) The accelerated retirement of coal generation in RTO regions (e.g., PJM) compared to monopoly regions since 2010 illustrates how significant this driver can be in enabling clean technology adoption. Hartman also points out that, while not perfect, markets are more likely than vertically integrated utilities to facilitate and adapt to new, unconventional generation technologies.

Another dimension of the ability of markets to promote new technology adoption is the size of the market. Other things being equal, larger markets create more potential profit opportunities. Historically, transportation networks have been the primary way to integrate markets and increase their size. In wholesale power markets, the equivalent to transportation networks is the transmission grid. Texas provides a recent example in which new transmission construction enlarged previously balkanized markets. The increase in market size created incentives for investors to build new generation, in this case wind power located in the western regions of the state.

11 Hartman (2017), pp. 4-5. These technologies include wind and solar generation, digital management of demand to adapt to grid conditions, and, increasingly, storage.
By the mid-2000s, wind generation's share of the resource portfolio in Texas was increasing, but the most attractive sites for wind power had no transmission infrastructure to connect to customers. The Competitive Renewable Energy Zones project (CREZ) in ERCOT was a transmission investment plan to connect wind-rich regions of the state with demand-intensive population centers. The goal of the CREZ plan was to reduce barriers to innovation in wind generation by creating a larger and more integrated market in which they could participate. Changes to ERCOT market design around the same time, from zonal pricing to nodal pricing, also facilitated this change. It is worth noting that the formation and construction of the CREZ plan required leadership from public officials and legislative bodies, highlighting a unique case-study of public-private partnership that went on to enable greater competition and more rapid adoption of wind power in the restructured ERCOT market.

In examining the effects of the CREZ transmission investments, Jang (2020) found that price differences across the state decreased, which is a sign of reduced market barriers and a larger and more efficient integrated market. He also found that the increased transmission network-enabled wind generation to enter the market, substituting for fossil fuel generation and reducing NOx, SO2, and CO2 emissions. Similarly, Fell et al. (2021) found that reducing transmission constraints in ERCOT and the midcontinent region reduced emissions and that transmission constraints affect the spatial pattern of the avoided environmental damages created through the increased use of renewable resources.

**Markets Favor Low-Cost Resources**

The competitive dynamics of markets create profit incentives for rival firms to reduce their production costs. If they do so, they can submit lower bids in markets and can be dispatched more frequently. A striking example of this process has been the dramatic reduction in coal-fired generation as the cost of natural gas has fallen since the shale revolution of the late 2000s. As the marginal cost of natural gas decreased relative to coal, gas generators could submit lower bids in power markets and be dispatched more frequently, resulting in lower capacity utilization and idle coal plants, as well as reduced emissions. Fell and Kaffine (2018) identify this market pathway as a significant factor in reducing CO2 emissions.

Fell and Kaffine also identify market-driven renewables substitution for coal as a contributor to emissions reductions. Production costs for wind and solar photovoltaics (PV) have fallen dramatically over the past decade, increasing renewables’ competitiveness. The design of existing energy markets also favors technologies like wind and solar that have very low (near zero) marginal costs, which make them more likely to be dispatched, as compared to coal plants that have higher marginal costs.

---


Another change arising from the combination of innovation and markets is the change in the economic scale of operation for different energy technologies. From the large coal and nuclear power plants of the 1970s and 1980s to combined-cycle natural gas turbines of the 1990s, to residential rooftop solar, distributed storage, electric vehicles, and demand management tools of today, smaller-scale technologies have become increasingly economical and thus increasingly deployed. They also provide different benefits from conventional large-scale generation in terms of environmental profile, locational benefits to provide grid services, and in some cases, flexibility and adaptability to fast-changing grid conditions.

An August 2020 report from Energy Innovation estimated the economic and environmental effects of implementing an RTO with an integrated wholesale power market in the Southeast. Their comparison of an RTO scenario with an integrated resource plan (IRP) scenario suggests a cumulative economic savings of $384 billion over 20 years and a reduction in CO₂ emissions of 46% by 2040, compared to the base year 2018. Another DOE-funded analysis found that a “Western States” ISO/RTO could result in approximately $2B/year savings by 2030. SPP alone estimates that its coordination provides $2.2B/year in benefits to its constituents and expanding their footprint to include additional parts of Colorado, Wyoming, and Montana would increase those benefits by about $50M/year.

Market Designs Can Include Environmental Mechanisms

Markets operate within an institutional framework, a set of rules governing how participants interact. The double-auction market design, for example, requires sellers and buyers to simultaneously submit offers and bids, respectively. These market signals are then used to construct supply and demand curves for that market period, yielding a market-clearing price that determines which sellers sell and buyers buy at that price. These market-clearing prices reflect the marginal cost of production to suppliers and the marginal value of consumption to buyers, but by design, these electric market rules do not reflect the environmental costs and value associated with electricity generation from different technologies. Over the past 50 years, electricity generators have been subject to environmental regulation, which may incorporate environmental attributes into generator decision-making and costs but can do so in a way that introduces inefficiencies and other costs to the delivery of power to consumers. More market-based approaches to environmental regulation, such as the SO₂ emission permit trading under the Environmental Protection Agency’s Acid Rain Program in the 1990s and 2000s, can incorporate environmental attributes into production and market decisions reflected in the electricity market, allowing generators to meet environmental quality targets at a lower overall cost. Previous analysis indicates that including environmental price signals in dispatch decisions would reduce emissions and water use at power plants.
Market operators can include environmental mechanisms in their market designs, such as Production Tax Credits or emissions costs. Those mechanisms can be voluntary or can reflect environmental regulations, including agreements at the local, state, regional, federal, or international levels. As competition has driven down production costs for wind and solar, this merit-order prioritization reflects both cost and environmental attributes. Moreover, even in the absence of binding national emissions policies, markets can incorporate clean energy attributes into operations, further driving environmental outcomes.26

Markets Reflect Consumer Preferences

At a high level, markets reflect the interplay of supply and demand, of producers and consumers, which means that consumer preferences can be discovered, expressed, and satisfied in markets in ways that regulated procurement might be too blunt to address. Under traditional utility regulation, regulators define the market and its boundaries, specify the characteristics of the product being sold, and authorize investment to supply the product. This structure suppresses consumer preferences and treats electricity products as uniform commodities.

With new digital and distributed energy technologies, the suppression of customer preferences may become increasingly costly. Consumer preferences are more varied, and with increasing awareness of the environmental impacts associated with energy consumption, many consumers value ways to modify the environmental footprint of their consumption.27 Markets offer opportunities to express those preferences. For instance, real-time or indexed pricing plans can allow customers that are willing to modify their energy use behavior to access electricity costs that are often well below those of a fixed-rate plan. However, these types of plans first require the transparent formation of prices offered by wholesale electricity markets. Wholesale markets can be leveraged to express consumer preferences in the aggregate, through the consumption choices individuals make with their retail energy providers. However, additional price transparency at the retail level will be required to fully capture customer preferences that could enable system architectures with lower environmental footprints.

Analytical Assessment of the Environmental Outcomes of Electricity Markets

This section assesses the power sector emissions performance of wholesale electricity markets (ISOs) in the U.S. to those regions that do not participate in such markets. To do so, we compiled a time series of emissions data that were measured at power plants located within each region. The observations were then compared across each region to identify whether there is evidence that a market-oriented region might reduce emissions at a rate different from vertically regulated monopoly utility regions (i.e. non-ISO regions).

Data and Methodology

To assess the environmental impacts of different regions, we analyzed U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Emissions & Generation Resource Integrated Database (eGRID) data for the years 2005 to 2019. eGrid data include, among other things, power plant level information about location, power generation, fuel consumption, and emissions levels.

Because power plants are generally stationary, these data allow for a “bottom-up” approach to assessing how different regions’ energy consumption and emissions have changed over time. The data analysis begins in 2005, as most ISO regions were formed by then. Some ISO regional footprints have changed somewhat since then, but for consistency, this analysis assessed ISO boundaries as if they were the same as 2019. Figure 3 shows a map of the geographical footprints of the seven ISO regions considered in this analysis.

Figure 3: Figure showing the geographical location of the seven ISO regions under consideration in this report. The non-ISO regions are the non-shaded areas of the U.S. on the map. The non-ISO regions also include Alaska and Hawaii, but they are not shown on this figure. The light brown shaded area in Canada is an ISO but is not considered in this work. Source: BickAssn, CC BY-SA 4.0, via Wikimedia Commons

---


We aggregated the generation and emissions for every active power plant during a given year within each region to compile totals for each region over time. This methodology allowed us to track changes in total emissions and changes in the emissions intensity\(^\text{32}\) of electricity within each region. Because the eGRID dataset only began keeping track of ISO/RTO regions in 2009, some spatial analysis was required to properly sort power plants that existed in 2005 and 2007 but retired before 2009. A more detailed description of how these data were sorted is available in the Appendix.

**Results**

Overall, this analysis indicates that ISO regions have reduced total carbon emissions and carbon emissions intensity on average faster than non-ISO regions since 2005. We find that ISO regions have reduced total CO\(_2\) emissions by about 35% since 2005, whereas non-ISO regions reduced CO\(_2\) emissions by 27% over the same period. We also find that ISO regions have reduced the CO\(_2\) emissions intensity of electricity faster than non-ISO regions. Other emissions, such as NO\(_x\), N\(_2\)O, and SO\(_2\) that are also captured in the eGrid data, declined in both ISO and non-ISO regions similarly.\(^\text{33}\) Table 1 shows a summary of total electricity generation trends and CO\(_2\) emissions, total and intensity, for both ISO and non-ISO regions.

Table 1: Table showing the changes, from 2005 to 2019, for ISO and non-ISO regions for total electricity generation, CO\(_2\) emissions, and CO\(_2\) emissions intensity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Generation</td>
<td>ISO</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-ISO</td>
<td>7.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO(_2) emissions</td>
<td>ISO</td>
<td>-35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Non-ISO</td>
<td>-27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ISO</td>
<td>-39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-ISO</td>
<td>-32%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both types of regions increased their electricity generation over the period, with non-ISO regions generating about 7% more electricity in 2019 than in 2005 and ISO regions increasing total electricity generation by about 0.5%. In theory, stronger growth in electricity generation could have allowed non-ISO regions to reduce their emissions intensities faster because the additional growth in electricity demand could have been met by lower-emissions sources of energy; however, the data indicate that was, on average, not the case. Below we provide time series charts for generation and CO\(_2\) emissions for the entire timespan considered.

Figure 4 shows the change in electricity generation from 2005 to 2019 for each of the ISOs, the average for all ISO regions (solid black), and the average for the non-ISO regions (black, dotted). While some ISOs have seen demand growth over that time, such as ERCOT and SPP, most have seen flat or declining generation due to stable demand levels. Non-ISO regions have, in general, seen electricity generation growth over the same period. Total U.S. electricity generation grew about 3% from 2005 to 2019. Thus, generation growth in non-ISO regions has been more than double the national rate.

---

\(^{32}\) Emissions intensity is defined as tons of pollutant per unit of electricity, i.e., tons of CO\(_2\) per MWh.

\(^{33}\) Some of these pollutants have been subject to national reduction standards that could cross ISO lines: https://www.epa.gov/acidrain/acid-rain-program
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Figure 4: Figure showing the change in electricity generation from 2005 to 2019 in each ISO, the ISO average, and the non-ISO average. Note that this figure shows generation, not consumption and does not contain information about imports. Also note that eGRID data do not cover all years and thus the lines just show trends and do not reflect data for in-between years, such as 2015.

**CO₂ Emissions**

Figure 5 shows the time series data for total CO₂ emissions as well as CO₂ emissions intensity for each ISO and year available, benchmarked to their 2005 levels.

Figure 5: Figure showing the relative change in carbon emissions from 2005 to 2019 for each ISO region, the ISO average, and the non-ISO average. Each point along the line represents a year for which eGRID data were available for analysis. The “ALL ISO” region average is a generation-weighted average of the individual ISO regions.
Overall, ISO regions have reduced total carbon emissions more than non-ISO regions since 2005 and have generally widened that gap since 2014. From 2005 to 2019, the entire U.S. electricity sector reduced its CO$_2$ emissions by about 878.5 million tons, with 74% of the reductions coming from ISO regions. Over the same time period, PJM reduced CO$_2$ emissions by about 262.9 million tons, more than any other ISO and the entire non-ISO region, which reduced CO$_2$ emissions by about 225.3 million tons. Further, while MISO and PJM (together) only consumed about 13% more electricity than the non-ISO regions in 2019, they accounted for about twice as many tons of CO$_2$ reductions, about 451.7 million tons (together), than the non-ISO regions.

### CO$_2$ Emissions Intensity

Figure 6 shows how the carbon intensity of electricity has also changed over the same period.

![Figure 6: Figure showing the relative change in carbon emissions intensity from 2005 to 2019 for each ISO region, the ISO average, and the non-ISO average. Each point along the line represents a year for which eGRID data were available for analysis. Because the individual ISO region lines are normalized by generation, the “ALL ISO” line is a simple average of the individual ISO region lines.](image)

The carbon emissions intensity of electricity is the total amount of carbon emitted in a region divided by the total amount of electricity generated in that region. On an absolute basis, the data indicate that the 2019 carbon emissions intensity of electricity for ISO regions was, on average, about 0.37 tons-CO$_2$/MWh. The carbon intensity of non-ISO regions was about 0.43 tons-CO$_2$/MWh, about 17% higher than ISO regions.

There are generally two major ways that carbon emissions and carbon intensities have changed over the past couple decades: 1) the increased deployment of zero-carbon resources such as wind and solar, and 2) a change in the other fuels used to generate electricity, such as the substitution of natural gas for coal. Stronger growth in electricity generation (Figure 4) could have allowed non-ISO regions to reduce their emissions intensities faster because the additional growth in electricity demand could have been met by low-emissions sources of energy. For example, the carbon intensity of non-ISO regions would have dropped to approximately 0.40 tons-CO$_2$/MWh if zero-carbon sources, such as renewables, had been used to meet all the increased electricity demand in the non-ISO regions. However, the higher adoption rate of renewables to meet growing demand was not found in the non-ISO regions.
Fuel shifts can also play an important role in emissions. From 2005 to 2019, total U.S. coal fleet capacity net declined by about 78.4 GW, with about 81%, or 63.6 GW\textsuperscript{35}, of that reduction coming from ISO regions. As of 2019, the non-ISO regions still used a higher percentage of coal for their total electricity generation, 23% versus 17% on average in the ISO regions, and a lower percentage of natural gas, 37% versus 39% on average in the ISO regions.

**Renewable Energy Deployment**

Competitive regions are also continuing to lead in the deployment of new renewables.\textsuperscript{36} The same eGRID data utilized in the emissions analysis part of this work, coupled with EIA 860 data indicate that, as of 2019, even though ISO regions only accounted for 67% of total power plant capacity (of all types) and generated about 66% of all U.S. electricity, they have deployed almost 80% of all utility-scale renewable energy capacity.\textsuperscript{37}

---

\textsuperscript{35} MISO saw a net coal fleet reduction of about 37 GW and PJM saw a net coal fleet reduction of about 28.6 GW from 2005 to 2019.


\textsuperscript{37} ISO regions have deployed about 85% of wind and 62% of utility-scale solar.
Figure 9 shows the growth of distributed rooftop solar photovoltaic (PV) generation, indexed to 2014 values. The eGRID data only include utility-scale power plants and thus miss small-scale units such as rooftop solar PV. The Energy Information Administration began recording small-scale solar generation (GWh), but not capacity (GW), in their Annual Energy Outlooks in 2014. However, in places like California, where the majority of CAISO is located, distributed solar PV generation is non-negligible at over 15 GWh in 2019 (~8% of total). See the Appendix for how distributed generation (small-scale solar PV) was included in the total generation changes shown in Figure 4.

From 2014, ISO regions have seen stronger growth in distributed solar PV generation than non-ISO regions on average and individually, with the exception of PJM.

One of the somewhat outliers in this analysis is ERCOT. From 2005-2019, ERCOT reduced its total CO₂ emissions by about 16% which is less than other regions. However, ERCOT’s electricity consumption growth was not only positive, but was the highest of all regions, increasing about 27%, almost four times the non-ISO region growth rate. During this time, ERCOT reduced its CO₂ emissions intensity by about 34%, which while less than the ISO region average, was still more than the non-ISO region average of 32% (Figure 6).

Analysis Limitations
The available EPA eGRID data allowed us to complete an assessment of the relationship between competition and reduced CO₂ emissions. However, this analysis is limited by the fact that different regions have different characteristics and resources. Confounding factors, such as the local wind and solar resource, the existence of supporting technologies, such as natural gas pipelines, dispatch behavior, labor costs, legacy infrastructure, and differing societal preferences can be found across each region.
Conclusions

This report summarizes a data-driven analysis of how regions in the U.S. that have more competition in their electricity sectors (through the ISO construct) have reduced carbon emissions and carbon emissions intensities faster than non-competitive regions. Regions in the U.S. that are associated with an ISO reduced their total carbon emissions (from 2005 to 2019) by about 35%, whereas other regions only reduced their carbon emissions by about 27% over the same period. ISO regions also deployed more renewable energy resources, about 80% of the U.S. total, even though they only account for about 67% of total overall capacity. Competitive regions have also seen stronger growth in distributed generation.

The economic theory that underlies these patterns is multifaceted. Markets promote innovation and new technology adoption and thus are likely to incorporate new technologies more quickly, such as renewables, whose production costs have fallen steeply. We see this behavior when ISO regions incorporated wind power faster than non-ISO regions. Markets reflect consumer preferences better and more quickly, preferences that are changing to include more awareness of the environmental impacts of our energy choices and have led large and small customers to choose low-carbon sources of energy when given the chance. Further, market designs can readily and transparently incorporate environmental mechanisms, including proposals currently under consideration at the federal level that provide incentives to increase low-emissions electricity generation.
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Appendix

Data Cleaning
This analysis was constructed via a “bottom-up” approach in that every power plant in the U.S. was assigned to an ISO (if it belonged to one by 2019) or to be part of a non-ISO region. The energy generation and emissions from each power plant were then summed up for each year and ISO or all of the non-ISO regions to generate a time series dataset for each region.

The eGrid data only began incorporating a data field for power plant ISO affiliation in 2009. Thus, a unique pairing between every power plant unique identifier\textsuperscript{40} and its ISO affiliation was created, and the appropriate ISO label was applied to power plants in the years (pre-2009) for which it did not exist. However, any power plant that was operational after 2000, but retired before 2009 was not explicitly assigned to a region. To address this set of power plants, a spatial merging of the location of the remaining power plants and the footprint of the ISO regions was used to assign them into the correct area.

Distributed Generation
The eGRID data only cover utility-scale power plants. However, some regions, such as California, have significant amounts of distributed generation – over 15,000 MWh in 2019. The U.S. Energy Information Administration began tracking distributed, small-scale, solar PV production in 2014.\textsuperscript{41} While latitude and longitude data are available for utility-scale power plants, the same information is not available for distributed generation installation locations and is simply aggregated to the state level. Thus, to account for this energy, each state’s distributed energy generation was assigned, via visual inspection, to an ISO (or non-ISO) for which the state was a majority part of. Besides CAISO and California, small scale solar PV represented, on average, about 1% of generation.

\textsuperscript{40} “ORISPL” – a unique identifier assigned to each power plant by the U.S. Department of Energy.

\textsuperscript{41} It was assumed all other forms of distributed generation were de minimis.
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